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PREFACE

The Wisconsin Elementary Teacher Education Project (WETEP) is z.n

inclusive undertaking designed to create new patterns for teacher

education and to assemble "The pieces of the educational revolution

(which) are lying around-unasseMbled," as John Gardner has said in

No Easy Victories. :hose pieces include new curricula for the schools,

rapidly altering procedures in higher education, continually improving

technological resources, innovative approaches which improve the

quality of the relationship between student and teacher, and emphases

which give continuing hope for effective individualization of instruction.

The Wisconsin Elementary Teacher Education Project was initiated

in November, 1967. The present document summarizes the material in

a four-volume report which resulted from extensive efforts during the

fifteen-month period between that date and March 3, 1969. This four-

volume report includes position papers and specifications for the

elementary teacher education program on this campus in the year

1975 and beyond. While the complete four-volume work is not available

for general distribution at this writing, it is anticipated that it

will become generally available at some future time. In the interim,

it is hoped that the abstracts of the Element Specificationc and of

the Position Papers contained in this document will serve to 7.onvey

the spirit of WETEP.

Ultimately the success of WETEP is dependent upon the quality of

scholarship characteristic of the faculty 2esponsible for its development

and implementation. The University's Central Administration, the

Graduate School, and the School of Education have provided support

for the planning of WETEP and faculty members have contributed

substantial amounts of time and effort to prepare this report as

a first step toward the development of WETEP on this campus. It

is on the basis of this first step that teacher education students,

our colleagues on campus and in the schools, our partners in RCA

and ETS, the administration of the University of Wisconsin, and

representatives of various funding agencies will be able to make

those judgements which it is hoped will provide for the continued

improvement of teacher education through the Wisconsin Elementary

Teacher Education Project.

M. Vere DeVault
Director
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I. Purposes of the Wisconsin Elementary Teacher Education Project

The Wisconsin Elementary Teacher Education Project (WETEP) is
designed to provide improved elementaTy education through individualization

of learning and instruction. Research continues to indicate that the
elementary school is the most potent instrument for effecting social

change. The urgent rlational priorities of eliminating poverty and social
strife require that the perceptions and competencies of elementary
teachers be improved in the years ahead. The propcsed program incorp.-rates

many fundamental concepts in elementary education modified by experi_mental

innovations. First, ITETEP is intended to improve the quantity and
quality of personal contact between faculty and students. The substance
of the program is found in the small seminars and in the instructional
conferences between faculty and individual students. Second, WETEP is

designed to utilize modern technology (a) to provide students immediate
accer.3 to information, (b) to provide Improved communication between
campus instructional activities and laboratory/clinical activities in
the schools, (c) to make available to students a greater variety of learning

experiences than has been previously posSible, and (d) to provide for an
instructiraal management system which organizes and transmits data relative

to student progress. Third, WETEP includes a cybernetic systems model

designed to interrelate specified behavioral objectives with effective

methods of achieving them. Finally, the project is planned to involve
faculty effectively in program development and in maintenance and in
improvement of the WETEP system.

The WETEP concept is a logical extension of the teacher education
philosophy developed on this campus since the inauguration of model

exemplary programs in ele:aentary teacher education in 1948. WETEP is

designed tc f- orporate the many faccts of intellectual challenge which
typify schola__y teaching and research at the University of Wisconsin.

1. The major purpose of WETEP is to develop a center for

teacher education which will model continually the best
possible individually oriented elementary teacher education
program.

2. WETEP is designed to investigate the ways in which
individual teacher-student contazts can be increased by
time made available through an appropriate and effective
utilization of the new technology.

3. WETEP is designed to continually prepare teachers for
roles in schools with varying educational responsibilities and
with children of varied cultural backgrounds.

4. WETEP is desigwed to facilitate closer working relationships
between schools and universities both in teacher education
responsibilities and in public school curriculum development

activities.
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5. WETEP is aesigned to provide a university environment
in which coilege and university faculty re-education facilitiet.

may be developed and utilizad by teacher education faculties
throughout the country.

6. WETEP is designed to provide a center for the development
and evaluation of teacher education materials and facilitics.

7. WETP is designed to provide a researcA facility oriented
to the study f a wide spectrum of problems in teacher education.

8. WETEP is designed to provide a center for graduat7 studies

in teacher education.

11. Description of the Model Wisconsin Elementary Teacher Education Project

This section of the proposal includes a brief history of the elementary
teacher education program at the University.of Wisconsin, and a description of t
model Wisconsin Elementary TefIchcr Education Project. Special features of the

program are then identified and discussed with references to specific appendices
where more detailed information may be found.

A. Historical Background

7.1ementry teacher education is a l'elatively new program at

the University of Wisconsin. The late Professor Virgil E. Herrick
came to this campus from the University of Chicago in 1948 for the
expressed purpose of developing a model elementary teacher education
program. With that base, elementary teacher education has been a
continually evolving experimental program. The initial program
which became operational in the early Fifties includedaneight-semester
sequence which emphasized continual observation and participation
activities in local schools. In the late Fifties, the faculty acted
to increase the interdisciplinary contl:Ibutions to the elementary
teacher education program and the faculty of the School of Education
was expanded to include all professors who taught courses taken by
teacher education candidates. School of Education faculty committees
included both budgeted and non-budgeted faculty of the School of

Education. Duling the Sixties, through the Wisconsin Improvement
Program, the faculty has directed its attention to the development
of the intern-in-team Concept of clinical experiences and to certifi-
cation by examination procedures for profesLlional education courses.

Thus, after twenty years of elementary teacher education at
the University of Wisconsin, the program may be characterized as
(1) an e-,:perimental effort, (2) one which emphasizes continuous
clinical experience, (3) one which shares responsibility for Li

program with an interdisciplinary faculty in many departments,
(4) one which utilizes an internship in schools organized for team

teaching. WETEP follows as a natural nc_xt step in the evolution
of elementary teacher education at Wisconsin. As plans developed,

6
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twenty-eight school districts in Wisconsin and Illinois, and the

Wisconsin State Department of Public Instruction became active

participants in the development of WETEP and continue as partners

with the University of Wisconsin

B. Organization of 'aETEP Components and Elements

A cybernetic system was designed to portray the interrelation-

ships of the integral parts of WETEP (Figure 1). The system contains

four basic components: 1) an input component which provides for u_he

selection and entrance of appropriate teacher education candidates;

2) an operLitions component which provides for the teaching-learning

experiences of the ntudents; 3) an output component which consists

of the intern experience and the full-time teaching career for the

WETEP certified teacher, and 4) a feedback col .ponent which supplies

the control and guidance of students progressing through the syste..;

and for the continual assessment of the system itself.1

The basic content of an elementary :;eacher education program

includes introductory stud:Les in education, study in principles of

human growth and learning, and in field or subject areas. WZTEP

meets these needs through Ole following carefully structured elements:

Orientation
Educational Psychology
Communications
Mathematics Education
Science Education
Social Studies

Art Education
Health Education
Safety Education
Music Education
Physical Education
Curriculum and Instruction

While WETEP incorporates current and projected individual and

social heeds in each of the above elements, additional areas have

been chosen to receive explicit attention because of high national

priorities. The number and nature of these elements may be eN;,--cced

to change in the future as social needs dictate. Those presently

included in WETEP are:

Leisure Education
Guidance Education
Media and Technology Education
Early Childhood Education
Culturally Diverse
Special Education

Figure 2 illustrates how three of the WETLP components arc

designed to include these elements. Most of the elements have been

developed by the WETEP staff.2 The elements represented by unshaded

1Albert H. Yee, "A Cybernetic System for WETEP: A Model Design for

Preparation of Teachers," abstracted on p. 16. Also in Joutnal of

Research and Development, in press.

2Elements are described in summary form in the abstracts on pages 25 to 42.
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regions in Figure 2 are those selected from the nine USOE Teacher

Education Projects. The WETEP staff has added substantially to

the material tn adapting ideas from the reports on Physical Education

al..d on Media and Technology. The selections from these reports, however,

add substantially to the planning previously completed as a part of

WETEP. In the case of Music, e5sentia1ly all of the content for
the element comes from the Michigan State USOE project, although

it has been re-organized to accommodate the WETEP systems approach.

C. Special Features of WETEP

Based upon social projections for the 1970's, the original

request for proposals (October, 1967) from the U. S. Office of
Education indicated a preference for specifications which emphasized
individualization of instruction, appropriate utilization of technology
including media sources and computer management facilities, systems

approaches to instruction, early childhood education and the education

of the culturally disadvantaged, and university-wide participation
in elementary teacher education. The following discussion of special
features of WETEP is designed to call attention to those factors
which represent the uniqueness of the WETEP specifications and to the

relative importance attributed to various emphases in the development

of these specifications.

Special Feature. No. 1 -- Personalized Teacher Education. The

single most important feature of WETEP is the personalized nature of

the program. WETEP is to be personalized in two dimensions. First,

WETEP is designed to increase both the quantity and the quality of
individual, personal contact between faculty and students. This

personalized contact will take place in amall seminars and in

individual conferences. The second dimension in which WETEP personalizes

teacher education is one of self-selection and self-pacing of students

through the program. Students will have maximum choice in determining

the special emphases of their preparation. They will have much
choice in the sequence of activities in which they participate and

they will have a variety of alternative instructional modes from

which to choose. In making choices students will be helped to under-

stand themselves, the learning choices they have made, and the impli-
cations of these choices in their continuing work with elementary

school pupils. Improvement in self-understanding is at the core of

the personalized and personalizing teacher (Guidance Element, abstracted

p. 36).

Special Feature No. 2 -- The Systems Approach. A comprehensive

systems approach to instruction has been developed and is described in

the position paper, "A Cybernetic System for WETEP: A Model Design
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for the Preparatioa of Teachers" (abstracted p. 16) and is repre-

sented in each of several element reports (see especially the element

abstracts for Screening, p. 25; Science, p. 29; and Special ELucation,

p. 42). The system has been developed to include an extensive data

bank which will provide for the control of the presentation of instructional

modules, for the management of assessment information for individual

students, and for the management and control of feedback information

concerning the effectiveness of the many parts of the WETEP program.

Special Feature No. 3 -- The Assessment Program. Already under-

way is a theoretical study in the development of computer-assisted

testing (abstracted, p. 22). In recent years it has become increasingly

obvious that the testing procedures presently in use in our schools are

inadequate to serve the purposes of a technologically oriented systems

approach to instruction.

Norm reference testing procedures must give way to criterion

reference testing if we are to appropriately provide for continuous

evaluation of individual progress. A WETEP staff member is the

Principal Investigator of a project in the Wisconsin Research and

Development Center in which criterion reference testing in relation

to computer management of instruction is being developed for a

mathematics program at the elementary school level. The results of

this project will have many implications for the assessment procedures

to be used in WETEP.

Special Feature No. 4 -- Cooperating Agencies. Since the inception

of WETEP, it has been recognized that resources outside the University

will be required if the program is to be effectively planned, developed

and implemented. Local school cooperation has been both extensive and

intensive. The position paper, "The Role of the School," (abstracted

p. 24) outlines three ways in which local schools will be associated

with WETEP. A consortium of ten of these schools is being developed

as a non-profit corporation, Midwest Individualized Learning Systems,

to facilitate curriculum development in the schools to parallel WETEP

principles in teacher education.

These ten full-participation schools will also serve as exploratory

centers in their respective school systems. Additional ghetto and

Indian schools will be identified for participation in WETEP in a

variety of roles.

The Wisconsin Department of Public InvtruCtion (DPI) has served

continuously as a close partner of the Unive:7sity in all of its

endeavors to improve teacher education thro.aghout the state of Wisconsin.

From the initial planning meeting for WETEP in November, 1967, DPI

representatives have worked closely with thkt staff assisting particu-

larly with certification patterns and with the roles of schools.
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Throughout the past year, RCA has been especially close to

the planning phases of WETEP. RCA ass4gned a person to our staff

full time from March 1 through November 1, 1968, and remains a

close partner in the program providing special assistance with the

role of media, computers, and communication systems within WETEP.

Finally, Educational Testing Service, one of the original

partners at the time of the request for the funds for the planning

phase, continues to provide assistance in a variety of ways. Perhaps

the most tangible expression of that support is the fact that the

chairman of the WETEP Assessment Colimdttee is working jointly with

two members of the Developmental Research Division of ETS in a project

for theoretical work in the area of computer-assisted testing (abstracted

p. 22). The initial phase of the project is being 'unded by ETS

and the College Entrance Examination Board.

PrelL.minary explorations have indicated th_2 lesi=ability of

a high de fee of flexibility- in tae commitments of 7:',7;9_ several cooperating

agencies .ather than rigidl specified contributiins of each of the

partners n the collaborat17e effort.

Special Feature No. 5 -- Curriculum Developmen. and In-Service

Education. WETEP is designed to provide for the education of teachers

from the time of their admission to the professional education program

to the time of their retirement. In-service education will be provided

both on campus as a part of graduate level work and in WETEP schools.

In-service work will also be available via technologically transmitted

and controlled instructional modules and through participation in

curriculum development projects related to WETEP schools. Schools in

Midwest Individualized Learning Systems are committed to the development

of school programs which parallel the elementary teacher education

program; that is, they are designed to individualize instruction, to

emphasize improved teacher-student contact, to utilize a wide variety

of media, and to use computer facilities in the control, management

and assessment of the instructional system. In-service education will

be a continuing aspect of the relation between the schools and the

on-campus faculty and facilities.

Special Feature No. 6 -- WETEP as a Feasibility Study. WETEP

faculty members recognize the impossibility of specifying in specific

terms the nature of an experimental program appropriate for the mid-

seventies and beyond. The feedback system and the close working

relationship between instruction and development aspects of WETEP

provide the basis for a continual series of feasibility studies

designed to provide information relative to various alternate

approaches to major dimensions of the project. Most important among

these dimensions which will be subject to continuous assessment and

alteration include 1) the manner in which objectives can be stated

to facilitate the instructional goals of WETEP, 2) the role of technology

in the individualization of instruction, 3) the manner in which
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university and business can effectively cooperate in their mutual
interests in the improvement of education, 4) the nature of Cooperating

school relationships which facilitate teacher edlication and curriculum

development, 5) the optimum length of internship activities, 6) clic

utility of a systems approach to instruction, and 7) the mannc: .La

which changing roles for faculty can be identified and implemented

in higher education. The economic analysis outlined in the remainder

of this proposal will examine the economic implications of these

features of WETEP.

It is expected that additional areas in which feasibilitl

is impoi:tant will be identified as WETEP unfolds. It is impor-Lant

to ind_at _2. here that the WETEP faculty recognizes the improhai7f1i:

that secifications identified at this time will be implemente
precisely as described but rather that these specifications prc

a point of departure for the development, testing, refining, a:11

implementation aspects of the project.

Special Feature No. 7 -- Space Facilities. Designs for elmutary
schools of the 1970's are changing to provide for individualizatic-_-2_

and for the utilization of technology in education, and the des-Lig

for WETEP must also provide for these special features. Effor-_

have been underway for several years to provide adequate new facl_ities
for teacher education on the University of Wisconsin campus. T1 ase

effcrts have culminated in a series of events which make it app,,--?.ar

that a new building for teacher education will be funded in the 1969-71

biennium. This time schedule allows for the incorporation of the

space requirements for WETEP into designs for the new structure. As

a part of the planning phase of WETEP a space facilities report (abstracted

p. 43) has been prepared and submitted both to the Dean's Office and

to the USOE as a part of this proposal.

Never before has a university building on this campus been
designed as an outgrowth of a totally new instructional concept.

Further, general concern for individualization of instruction at the
university level throughout the country makes it.possible for WETEP

space facilities within a Wisconsin School of Education Building to

set the pace for educational facilities on campuses throughout the

seventies.

Special Feature No. 8 -- Comprehensive Telecommunications

astern. A comprehensive in-building and inter-building communication
system has been planned and a standardized output terminal configuration

has been designed to facilitate communication in all facets of the

program (Figure 3). The terminal will transmit both computer and

dial-access information output. Standardization in terminal format

will optimize the cost effectiveness of the total communications

system.
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Special Feature No. 9 -- University Commitment. In November, 1967,

that faculty of _he University of Wisconsin which assumes majcr responsi-

bility for the management of instruction in the elementary teacher

education program presented to the Dean of the School of Education

four-page statement outlining specific direction to be taken in the

development of WETEP. The faculty sought an indication from the De.:_n's

Office that the general nature of the proposal seemed viable for UV

teacher education and worthy of planning eort whether or not fund:Ing

from the USOE was forthcoming. The Dean indicated the support of

his office for the program based on two suppositions: first, that

the general concept of experimentalism fn teacher education was con-

sistent with the history of elementary teacher education on this campus;

and second, that the basic tenets of the recommendations were in

keeping with societal trends and needs in education and upon these

trends and needs useful projections into the 1970's could be made.

The financial support from the Dean's Office and from other agencies

within the University structure provided ample evidence of broad support

for the exploration of the WETEP concept. This commitment from various

administrative units within the University,-coupled with the commitment

of faculty to experimentation in elementary teacher education, provides

the best basis of assurance for the success of continuing development,

implementation, and diffusion phases of WETEP.

Special_Feature No. 10 -- Strength of the Elementar Teacher

Education Facult . The faculty of the School of Education at the

University is a research faculty which is deeply engrossed in the

search for increased understanding about learners and learning,

about program development and instruction, about schools and teachers,

and about teacher education. The competence of the faculty is

represented throughout the proposal. Although it is anticipated that

changes in school programs will continue in the next few years,

the behavioral objectives and the position papers included with each

element represent the deliberations of a faculty which is not only

aware of recent developments in school practice but a faculty which

has been very much involved in these developments as they have been

implemented in the schools. The competence is represented, for instance,

in Communications (abstracted p. 27) by the emphasis on integrated

language arts and on linguistic approaches to language instruction; in

Mathematics (abstracted p. 28) by the emphasis on Inquiry as the focus

of instruction, and in Special Education (abstracted p. 42) by the

emphasis on the interrelatedness of that program to Educational Psychology

and the various methods elements. The position papers and other items

in the appendix were prepared essentially by authors as indicated,

although each represents the cooperative effort of several WETEP faculty

members and has the support of the entire WETEP staff.

The greatest strength of the faculty working within WETEP is

represented by their successful insistence on the organization of an

experimental teacher education program providing an environment which
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iLtegra_es research and te_zhing acti'.vities as individual faculty

menLars contribute to the total WETEP structure. While there is a

great deal of cons:stency PTTTong elements within the program, this

cons:_stency has been main..,ined witL a systems approach which z-equires

a va7iecy of competencies so that each faculty member can determine

the nature of his specific contribution to the on-going instructiona:,

development and research activities.



POSITION PAPER ABSTRACTS
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SCHOOLING FOR 1975

Abstract. The dynamic character of the WETEP school of 1975 wiLl result
in part from the context of rapidly evolving societal problems in which

it exists. These problems of society point emphatically toward the need

for personalization of education. To prepare teachers competent to pro-
vide such an educatioa is the major purpose of WETEP.

To achicve this purpose. WETEP is designed not only as a vehicle
for invention, but also as a means of tmplementing innovations created

to develop an intellectually challenging and a mentally healthy climate
for the growth of elementary pupils. Ed.Jcation in the school :.E

1975 will be value-oriented to increase the pupil's sensitivity and
reaction to social problems, to improve his skills in group relations,
and to enhance his crcsve use of leisure.

Certainly the most vital element of the elementary school of tomor-

row is the teacher. A shifting, but major, role for the teacher in the

WETEP school will be to act as a small-group instructor, offering the bene-
fits of mature, experienced leadership. In this role he will serve to
focus upon problems, stimulate, and help to establish criteria for tenta-

tive solutions. Since machines can respond more easily than teachers to

the great range of individual differences found in groups of increasing
size, it is likely that the teacher's role in working with large groups

may be limited to such activities as television teaching or tele-writing.
A second major role for the teacher is that of tutor-challenger. In

this role a teacher works with one or two individuals, helping them to
discover their interests and strengths, and their weaknesses. The teacher
also encourages individuals to probe more deeply into subjects that
intrigue them and to sharpen their thinking about important ideas. A

third, and probably the most uniquely powerful, role which a teacher can
play in this school is that of learner. In this role he provides for
children a model of the human being struggling to know what he does not

know. The teacher is a learner about learning as he tricl to make in-
creasingly successful decisions about how to present material to children

or how to encouraze children to inquire.

The ability of computers to store and utilize large quantities
of information about individuals provides a potential for individual-
ized instruction. The task will be to develop a system in which three

elements--teachers, materials and computers--are orchestrated so that

each may make its optimum contribution to the learning process. The

goal remains individualization of instruction and technology is one tool

to assist in the accomplishment of this objective. One function of the
computer will be to compile a diagnostic appraisal of the relevant back-
grounds, abilities, interests and learning styles of each child. From

these data it will be possible to propose tentative goals for each student
and a program of learning experiences designed to achieve them. Another
function of the computer will be instructional in nature--to facilitate
information retrieval and tc simulate exercises or games in practice

activities.

The schools of tommorow will be media centered and computer facilitated.
But it must not be forgotten that it is only in full concert with the human

dimension of the classroom environment that the effectiveness of technology

can be fully realized.
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COMMUNICATION: A CURRICULUM FOCUS

Abstract. Today's schools no longer need to teach literacy, but even with

changes in buildings, equipment, and teachers, the curriculum has re-

mained unchanged, focusing on mastery of academic subjects. Books and

course syllabuses aect most learning behavior, the operational goals

of the school being those of producing academicians at earlier and earlier

ages.

Curriculum is defined as an educational plan with objectives,

exemplary learning situations, and exemplary evaluation techniques.

Instruction is an interaction between teachers and pupils to help the

learner achieve specified objectives, which are purposeful statements

describing des-Lred studenc behavior in various contexts. Communications

is delineated as an int.er- and intra-personalprocess of transfer of

meaning, and evaluation is description of an individual's progress taward

one or more goals.

Since man is a rational, social being, knowledge should be a deeply

personal means by which he can make real decisions in socieizy as it exists

for him; thus learning should be an internalized behavior change.

Possessing informatiou does not guarantee behavior change; academic

matter must be justified in terms of its contribution to the ability to

communicate.

The goal of communication is to direct the child in acquiring

attitudes and skills in interpreting his world, and in c/arifying to

himself what the implications are for him and what decisions he can

make. Communication is a process in application. The academic disci-

plines can be functional with communication as a core. The child should

experience real communication with peers and representatives of the

disciplines, and participate in activities where communication is essen-

tial. He should explore a variety of ways to communicate and how these

ways can help him interpret "messages" from the disciplines to make deci-

sions about himself. Through communication, learning becomes an inde-

pendent means to cope with the world, an internal, personal affair.

Organized with the disciplines serving as tools, the learning

situation is a six-celled structure: verbal and non-verbal modes of

communication in ehe cognitive, affective, and psychomotor dimensions.

Fragmentation of learning is reduced by the broken lines and over-
lapping between the six cells. Ideas from child development and other

areas of study structure the sequence of the learning, and activities

stress student-teacher dialogue. Evaluation occurs through questioning

and personal judgment, and is crncerned with the child's progress in a

direction set by him; it is not a labeling process.

Instead of the child's being prepared, in the elementary years, to

master the academic disciplines as expected by the high school and

college, these schools should be prepared to meet him with a continuation

of the communication curriculum...a plan to teach self-acceptance and

effective coping with the world.



TEACHER ROLES FOR 1975

Abstract. Innovations underway in curriculum development, in individuali-

zation of instruction, and in use of technology will be accompanied by

organizational change within the schools. With these organizational

changes will come potentially new roles for teachers.

Traditionally, the 7coles assumed by the teacher, listed in order

of priority on the teacher's time, have been 1) information transmission,

2) management and administration, 3) guidance, and 4) modeling. In

schools beyond 1975, it may be expected that this order of priorities

will be in precisely the opposite order from that in which they are

perceived in the traditional school.

Information transmission, instead of being handled almost exclusively

by the teacher, will be assumed by technological aids in the classroom.

The time-consuming managerial and administrative role will be increasingly

assumed by paraprofessionals and instructional secretaries, aided by

computers.

The guidance role wtll be strengthened by increasing amounts of

information available about the individual learner. Improved teacher

education programs as well as technology will develop in the teacher

a professional competence in assessment, evaluation, and guidance

procedures. As its goal, this guidance will help the student organize

information about himself and the world around him.

In his most important role as a model, the teacher is seen as

a learner, searching for information about learners and the learning

process, and/searching with the children to add to their knowledge of

whatever they are studying. In the learning process by which the

individual strives for self-improvement and the betterment of his

environment, inquiry behaviors such as self-discipline, intellectual

risk, persistence, and imagination in seeking, interpreting, and

patterning data are essential. It is the teeoL=r model who teaches by

demonstrating through his own behavior a commitment to the processes

of inquiry and learning.



A UZLERNETIC SYSTEM FOR WETEP:

A MODEL L_SIGN FOR THE PaEPARATION OF TEACHERS

Abstract. The goal of American education is to prepare young peopl(-

future effectiveness and self-realization as citizens. Providin

and equalitarian learning opportunities, our schools focus upon t:Lle incL-

vidual learner. Ln contrast to otner countries, American teachers bear

major responsibility fat pupils' achievement. The preparation (3.i teachers

is inadequate to teaching roles and duties; many weaknesses of today's

schools reflect it.

Analys3.s of teacher education programs show they are poorly plannt,d.

A systematic a:1:lysis of teacher education can be developed by applying

cybernetic the() y to social organizations. Stating learnings in behavior-

al terms when feasf_1>le, focusing on specific objectives, and developng

the means to in them, we can postulate information systems to meet the

needs of organizing, classifying, and sequencing educational processes,

such as WETEP.

The WETEP cybernetic model contains four basic components. The Input

component selects new candidates, the Teaching-Learning component effects

desired learning, and the Ou ?ut component extends the learning process

by interrelating WETEP with Lhe schools. The Feedback component supplies

vital control and guidance to the entire system.

Meaningful screening at the Input stage should be developed with

adequate information on student characteristics to begin a process of pre-

dicting future student success, as well as assessing the student's indivi-

dual interests and needs and orienting him to the program.

The Teaching-Learning component fulfills the many programmatic and

individual objectives through studies, diverse experiences, and carefully

sequenced patterns of learning. Multi-media and computerized programs

help provide individualized and actual learning experiences.

The WETEP system incorporates a taxonomy to organize, classify, and

define what objectives are to be learned and how they can be taught:. The-
taxonomy is a systematic arrangement of objectives-operations from basic

components elements, through subelements and modules, to the level.

The level stage is the point where theoretically one objective (a "micro-

criterion") is developed, i.e., where actual teaching and learning occurs.

With such systematic planning, extensive flow-charting cf objectives-

operations with standardized syMbols have been found feasible.

At the Output component, extensive clinical experiences are conOuted

in a truly professional setting closely involving the student, cooperating

teacher, and college supervisor. Candidates' smoother transition from train-

ing to school and closer working relationship between the school and teacher

education center will be achieved throngh improved stuaent-co,1

relationships in more realistic and practical clinical experianco.

Information flowing in the Intrasystem channels provide immediate feed-

back for students' learning, progress assessment, and component development

and improvement. The Intersystem channels provide reciprocal feedback

between training centers and schools.



CCNITIVL:: AND AFFECTIVE LEVELS IN TEACHER EDUCATION

Abstract. The organization of WETEP components is patterned after the

taxonomies of Bloom and i(rathwohl, et al., and built upon the concept

of six levels of cognitive objectives: 1. knowledge, 2. comprehension,

3. application, 4. analysis, 5. synthesis, 6. evaluation; and five

categories of affective objectives: 1. receiving, 2. responding,

3. valuing, 4. organization, 5. characterization by a value.

Another accepted assumption is that though cognitive and affective

behaviors are by fact inseparable, they must be treated separately for

purposes of emphasis and structuring learning. No one-to-one correspon-
dence exists between these two types of learning, and they require
different learning opportunities. Since cognitive and affective
behaviors develop from simple to complex, learning opportunities
differ with the complexity of behavior sought.

The cognitive domain appears to be two dimensional, i.e.,
operative at each level in degrees of sophistication, while the

affective domain is unidimensional, i.e., not operative in degrees

of sophistication.

Generally, in pre-service education, it is expected that Level 3

(Application) of the cognitive skills will be reached. But WETEP

proposes an additional progression towards cognitive levels along a

continuu,a of sophistication. It is understood that it will not be

possible to move students to the most sophisticated point on the

continuum at all levels. One might be required to progress to Level 3

at a very sophisticated point, or as far as Level 6 at a naive point.

Within the affective domain, in order to structure learning,

the study of the way in which values are acquired is paramount.

Professional studies report verbalization of values without ensuing
behavioral change; affective behaviors cannot be achieved through

exhortation or admonishment. WETEP educators propose to create situaf:ions

for exposing students to their objectives or values. If students ere

to identify with individuals who operate on "WETEP values," then

students must have opportunities to clarify and challenge the values

of the instructor as well as their own.

A pattern of learning has been diagramed running from complete

contact of student with mechanical operations to complete student-

faculty contact. In all areas of teacher education, application of

this pattern will produce students characterized by being both "able

and willing."
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TEACHER EDUCATION AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Abstract. The basic aspects of elementary education, i.e., pre-

employment education of teachers, in-service education of teachers,

and curriculum improvement have been viewed as discrete ideas. The

results of this uncoordinated program have been insufficient preparation

of teachers for the employing schools, inadequate in-service education

to equip teachers to deal with new ideas in curriculum, and poor

utilization of technological innovations.

The aim of WETEP is to foster joint and co-determined efforts by

university and public school personnel to relate pre-service and

in-service education and curriculum improvement. The arrangement

4as seven major characteristics:

1. A partnezship for joint participation in programs for pre-

service, in-service and elementary education with personnel

roles redefined to yield the maximum contribution from all

involved. A commitment would be made by all parties to

develop cooperative experimental projects both on campus

and at public schools.

2. The university, the public school, and the student would

share responsibility for diagnosing and prescribing next

steps in the individual student's program.

3. A regular, systematic, short-term exchange of teaching

opportunities between campus and public school personnel

would transmit new knowledge to pre- and in-service

education and elementary programs.

4. Adoption of specific programs in certain public schools,

such that interested candidates might have at least one

laboratory or clinical experience that would allow thorough

assessment of education programs.

5. Continuous dialogue between all education personnel would

provide similar information and background for all.

6. All acceptable students would be required to teach their

first full-time year in a WETEP associated school.

7. The recommendation for certification would be given to the

State Department of Public Instruction only after one year

of satisfactory teaching experience. A total commitment

to cooperative involvement by the public schools and the

university is the only assurance of progress in teacher

education and curriculum development.
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NEW ROLES FOR UNIVERSITY FACULTY

Abstract. The university faculty must use its knowledge,
and awareness more effectively to be consistent with modern systems
approaches to social organization. To individualize learning,
the faculty must utilize multiple technological resources.

The faculty must establish professional education programs
that augment the purpose of the entire university: developing
moral and social commitment, and technical competence. A student-
faculty partnership reached through mutual evaluation, the use
of new instructional resources and increased interaction with
and sensitivity to each other is essential. Each professor,
encouraging criticism, inter-class visiting, student interpretation
and integration of the area he has studied, exemplifies the

characteristics he expects his students to exhibit.

New patterns of staff relationships will result from new
roles cast for researcher-teachers, teacher-programmer, supervisory
personnel, college-teaching interns, and program assistants.
The university is obligated to assist the faculty in engaging
in self-assessment and in-service education to improve understanding
of adult learning behaviors, university teaching, and instructional
functions.

As part of his new role, the professor must view positively
the modern technology, conforming it to this mind-set, rather
than letting it shape his mind. Insofar as evaluation is concerned,
he must seek new ways to develop potential; it is not his function
to limit those who would learn.

The new role of the university professor lies in examining
his partnership with students and with the university and public

schools.
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THE WETEP MEDIA AND TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Abst-ract. WETEP's formula for achieving the objectives stated in its
various elements depends on the total involvement of the learner under
close instructional supervision and guidance. The major communication
emphasis is on person-to-person contact between students and faculty,
through individual and small group conferences. WETEP also makes
extensive utilization of technological facilities designed to increase
the effectiveness of information transmission to students. A critical
aspect in the development of such a system is the proper selection
of instructional media to fit different learning objectives while
meeting the individual needs of students.

Media selections will be made only after specification of the types
of Laarning involved, the desired behavioral objectives to be attared,
and zbe particular instructional event to occur. Media options w-___LL

be e=amined in light of previous findings, and field-tested to
effE.c.ziveness, economy, and convenience. Written specifications
for :-_71e selection, preparation, production, and utilization of matiials
are ail part of the development and implementation procachre.
the VLEEP Program Development and Research Center, continuous stwy
mediE. choice related to the individual learning experience will be

maintained.

All audio-visual material will be stored in an information
retrieval system on audio tape, video tape, sound film, slides, ol

in computer memory banks. The WETEP faculty and staff will be directly
responsible for programming, development, and research associated
with these stored materials.

The Teletype-Audio-Video terminal (TAV) used by students in
individual carrels in the Learning Center, in participating schools,

and by instructors will feature a silent teletype keyboard, television and
computer video tube,headphones,and a selector switch for choosing
programs. A Flexible Terminal Base (FTB) situated at the juncture of
conference or office spaces will provide for optimum use of the TAV's
by permitting them to rotate as needed to locations around the Base.
Seminar and Media Reception Rooms will be equipped with enlarged input-
output facilities (TAVels) for group interaction. The Media Receptica
Rooms will also be equipped for simulated learning activities.



WETEP AS A RESEARCH FACILITY

Abstract. An integral part of WETEP development is the provision

and facilitation of research in teacher education. The systems modol

enabling the facu_l.ty to manage the flow and specifications for all

parts of the program will make possible precise, sophisticated research

design.

The broad parameters of WETEP concern student selection in the

establishment of professional objectives, in instruction strategies

within WETEP modules, and in pace and sequence of progression in

learning activities.

WETEP rebearch will identify the implementation patterns of a

systems approach to teacher education that can most efficiently

organize and interrelate the many learning and instructional tasks.

WETEP will also study the effects of using objectives statements in

a variety of 2-for7:s, coupled with research on the degree to which

stu6ents can sel-select, self-direct, and self-pace these learning

objectives.

Assuming that the developmental direction taken by technology ia

teacher educa_Aoa should be one concern of the.professional educotor,

WETEP staff wa_ll study the relationship of technology to the effective-

ness of its educational efforts.

A major feasibility study of WETEP is concerned with the viability

of an unfolding university-business relationship fostered through

research and development in education.

WETEP proposes to determine over a period of time if some kinds

of cooperating school-university relationships are more feasible for

some types of schools than others, and which relationships make

in-service educatiou the most effective adjunct to teacher education.

rhe length and character of the internship program, as affected by

technology, WETEP instructional modules, and the systems approach in

defining objectives, represents another major feasibility study.

Two dimensions of the faculty role to be researched are the

faculty serving in the guidance capacity and as models--two roles

which take increasing priority over the administration and information

transmission roles.

The entire WETEP faculty realizes that any program which emerus

from WETEP specifications can expect to meet with periodic success

only as it develops under continuous careful scrutiny of a concerne3

staff.



ASSESSNENT PROCEDURES FOR WFTEP

Abstract, viewing present testing programs as static both goals

and function, 7.7ETEP emphasizes the use of tests as diagnostic and pr-

scriptive tools. A proposed six year -program of research ax.C. develop-

ment in the area of Computer Assisted 7Testing (CAT) has four inter-

relat:ed purposes:

1. To further develop the body 3f theor :! and method ia computer-

assisted testing.
2. To develop computer-assiste testing materials and programs

for each WETEP component.
3. To provide continuous and iydividualized feedback for the

WETFP student.
4. To assess the extent to whih the behavioral objectives of

WETEP are attained by indildual students and the system.

The bas:z research on the desigr and evaluation of se:t.uential

_Iscs will include investigation in _laree major areas: the structure

_)f sequential tests, item types and formats, and response types. Sev-

eral branching and item selection procedures will be evaluated under

the first major heading, such as, the optimal number of branching points,

item selection for maximum information, and appropriate weighting of

items.

The focus under the second major heading will be the use of

items requiring an interactive exchange between the student and the

machine. Non-multiple choice items and different types of feedback

will be evaluated for effectiveness, and the use of incorrect responses
for diagnostic purposes will be field tested. The usefulness of de-
cision rules and student attitudes and motivation will be examined.

The third major area will encompass explorations and evaluations
of additional response information and response types that are facili-

tated by computer-assisted testing techniques; confidence ratings, the
use of subjective probability, and 1-esponse latency are a few sources

to be explored.

Evaluation will be concentrated on test reliability, parallel
form reliability, modified internal form consistency, and validity.

As progress is made toward the goals of the proposed program of
basic research, the most efficient of the computer-assisted testing
techniques will be used in the operational implementation of the

project.



WETEP AS AN ALL-17NIVERSITY FUNCTION

A'Dstract. Me entire University c,77 Wisconsin faculty is responsible
Eor the quality of teacher educati..m- The organization of che Schoe
of Edueatioz involves all Universil:y faculty who teacn courses taken
by teacher ec:ucation students. Tras faculty includes 1076 professor,-;

from 61 different departments, witn the School of Education providing
over-all administration. All departments pro-7ide leadership in
developing specialized policies that affect tnem. Active participatio.

Is encouraed to build a sound pr,Dgram balanced in liberal education
wttil speciization in subiect filds and teaching skills.

The VE_LE2 student will begin with two years of study within
the CollegE_ of Letters and Science. His next two years will be
devoted to lonlbining specialized study in professional and non-
professional education and to an intensification of the professional

elementary teacher education program.

The WETEP areas of specialization will be individually designed
cooperatively by the student and his advisor in areas such as science,
conmmnication, learning, or assessment activities. The instruction
making up the area of specialization will include a combination of
modules developed within WETEP and related courses in appropriate

disciplines. Specialization in science, for instance, will includ:
study within the WETEP science element beyond that required by all
students and might also include such courses as meteorology, geology,
astronomy and geography.

The result of the University-wide participation in this program
is the preparation of a teacher with a strong general academic back-
ground, an area of specialization, and an understanding and competence
in the area of professional education, all of which provide a base for
continued educational activity throughout his professional career.



TEE ROLE 07 :.HE SCHOOL

Abstract. The ou.:2D-_Lt component of 1-__ET:EP is located in the decentralized

network of cooperat-,:ng schools. TH's :-rganit..at-Lon must be reconsidred

for several reasc,-.s: The outpu c-c-lent at times precedes or in-
terrupts the teacng-learninE: because of disarrangement of

the stuent's ',Tear educa.!::.J,Dn 172Lr ;ram. 7eedback loops between the

student, school, -.Tid campus 6_e t=an disoriented, preventing diagnosis

and prescriptc:T _functiond-cg effe;tively in providing an individ-

ualized ins'cructi,3nal progra. Tiqe schools do not benefit, the insti-

tution gets litt-k, information fo:-.7 improvement, and the students do

not receive efffeclve preparation,

=EP i_ews il-_--serviee as :ne begf_nning of the total output

component, vhich =nJ2ompasses the atre professional career. Three

models for publi schOol participazIon ar planned. All provide for
intern placements, for improved c':DaImunication, and for effective feed-

back. Plan I inVelves those ten clhool districts which hold membership

in the school cor;sortium, Midwest Individualized Learning Systems.

.;c1-7ool are :Lz-:yolved with the University portion of WETEP in the
cooperative deveopment of curriculum planning to provide for individu-

alized programs throughout the scho

The faculty is characterized by its flexible organization, having
released time for cooperating with the institution's intern program,
and for using University resources. WETEP is involved to the extent
of maintaining contact, sharing resources and personnel, providing
in-service education for teachers, and guiding the pre-service program.
The participating schools benefit by curriculum development, instructional
management, faculty education, and use of technological equipment.
Under Plan II, the WETEP telecommunications system will provide instruc-
tional resources for both interns and in-service teachers. Each school

district will maintain a Professional Education Room, which will be

equipped to facilitate two-way communications with the University.
Plan III suggests the use of mobile classroom vans, possibly in con-
junction with a supervisor-visitation program.

An alternative plan utilizes the entire last year of the teacher
education program as a paid internship. During the first semester,
the student acts as An instructional aide. He also works in methods

or educational psychology areas offered via the telecommunications
system. During the Second semester, the student serves as a full-

time teacher-intern.

The in-service program in associated schools is provided in part
through the WETEP telecommunication system, with instruction being highly
individualized with personal assistance and guidance by WETEP specialists.

Each of these plans offers a continuing relationship with WETEP.
Pre-service and in-service education become a unified teaching experience
prepared cooperatively by the public school and the University.



ELEMENT SPEt-_-rICATION ABSTRACTS
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INPUT CO:".PONENT: ORIENTATION AND SCREENING

Abstract. The introductory experiences in WETEP are designed for

students who wish to examine the potential of Elementary Education

as a professional field. In addition to developing an awareness of

the demands and rewards of teaching children, the students are assisted

in determining to some extent their own suitability for that role.

Thus, both orentation and screening functions are performed at the

point of the input Component

The input Component provides orienting, advising, and screening

experiences in a systematic manner. Information about each student's

abilities, interests, value orientation, attitudes, past experiences

with children, and other biographical data will be garnered and made

available to faculty members working with students at subsequent points

in the program. The elements, subelements, and modules of the Input

Component take the following form:

I. Screening Element
A. Initial Screening: Prior to entry into Orientation Llement

B. Second Screening: Prior to entry into Teaching-Learning

Component

II. Orientation Element
A. Teacher Role Orientation Subelement

1. Decision-making Module
2. Communicating Module
3. Environmental Managing Module

B. Personal Orientation Subelement
1. Value Clarification Module
2. Self-assessment Module

C. WETEP Orientation Subelement
1. Certification Sequence/Option Module

2. Resources (Facilities, Equipment, Materials) Module

3. Personal Instructional Plan Module

E,:.ch of the subelements provides a framework for two or more

modules or experiential units. Students are able to move into and out

of each module in order to facilitate administering the element and to

pro-vizle individualized sequences for students. The content and the

experiences available within each module are numerous, diffuse, and

varied so that students find several alternative forms to choose from

in preparing themselves for the attainment of objectives associated

with the module.

Essentially, the WETEP Input Component is designed to provide
situations in which students can become acquainted with the design and

resources of WETEP, develop an appropriate personal instructional plan

within WETEP, and begin to think like teachers and to make decisions

like those faced by teachers.



EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Abstract. The educational-psychology element of WETEP develops

in students an understanding of principles of human development,

learning, and measurement & evaluation through flexible,

individualized programs of study. The three areas comprise the

educational-psychology subelements. They are closely integrated

with otheraspacts of WETEP, servicing such elements as Communi-

cations, Science, Health, Social Studies, and Special Education.

Within each subelement, sutject matter is further subdivided

into modules, each of which contains the following sequence of

instructional activities:

A prospectus: A preview of the modular content and its
educational relevance.

A pre-test: An instrument to assess the student's subject-
matter proficiency, eg. adequacy of preparation

or need for supplementary study.

The instructional unit: An organized presentation of content
designed to achieve the objectives
of the module.

A post-test: An instrument to evaluate the student's mastery

of modular material.

The order or sequence in which students may study the content

of different modules is determined on the basis of four interlocking

considerations: 1) special prerequisites for certain modules;

2) objectives of other WETEP elements; 3) professional advice or

counselor recommendation; 4) student's personal choice where elective

options are available.

Access to each module may be gained by passing through a basic

introductory module, by showing evidence of previous mastery as

indicated by attainment profiles, or by successful performance on

preassessment instruments. The modules are organized on a continuum

distinguished by three levels, ranging from th.1 general to the

specialized. The general level includes survey material, generalizations,

and data which introduce students to basic introductory content. The

second level modules offer more specific knowledge and introduce so-

phisticated analyses. The third level modules are highly specialized

and are designed to meet particular needs of individual students. Mod-

ular content is presented using different media and clinical/laboratory

experiences. Where relevant, cognizance is taken of developmental

and social class differences.
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COY7ITNICATIONS

Abstract. The Communications Element of WETEP relates to language
in the general sense as the vehicle by which one comatunicates, whether
by writing, speaking, gesturing, dramatizing, composing messages,
interpreting the messages of others, by reading, listening, or by use
of modern media. It recognizes that the ultimate goal of communication
is to maximize the child's int,=tractions wIth other people, and to permit
him to have access to the values and thinking of the people of the world.

The Communications Element is designed to develop in pr2-service
and in-service teachers an understanding of the competence and perform-
ance needed to help children express themselves and to receive and
interpret the intelletual, emotional, and social expressions of others.
With communication as the central focus, the programs proposed in other
WETEP Elements contribute to the development of the teacher's philosophy
and competence in many areas. This Element integrates and synthesizes
numerous competencies, personal and professional, that contribute to a
student's becoming a successful teacher of various communicating processes.

There aTe five major characteristics of the Communications teacher:
The WETEP teacher:

- demonstrates personal communication competencies

- knows the theoretical structures and physiological-psychological-
sociological factors which influence the communication processes
of elementary pupils

- knows developmental programs in communication

- assesses each pupil's levels, needs, and competencies in each
process of communication and can prescribe individualized
profiles of desirable communication outcomes

- establishes the environment for pupil communication in a
variety of socio-cultural settings

Major emphasis in the program will be on expression. Communication
performance, particularly the productive communication of children and
adults and the social and psychological forces which affect them, will be
the prime model for the curriculum. A language learning environment will
be technologically perfected and programmed in such a way as to facilitate
free exploration and discovery of interrelationships among the communicating
processes.

The Communications Element is composed of four subelements: Theoretical
Structures, Derelopmental Programs, Assessment and Diagnosis, and Environment.
Progrecs through these subelements is described in modules for which object-
ives have been written in both the cognitive and affective domains. One
letailed implementation example of an instructional unit within Module 1,
L:he use of standardized reading tests, has been described.
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MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Abstract. WETEP Mathematics Education derives its nature from the intersec-
tion or interaction of a complex of things which may be grouped in these

three categories:

A. The discipline of mathematics
B. Curriculum and Instruction (including clinical/laboratory experiences)

C. Rlated disciplines (such as philosophy, psychology, sociology,
history) and their mediating analogs (such as educational philosophy,
developmental and educational psychology, educational sociology,

history of education)

Within the context of a WETEP system, the Mathematics Education Element
will be designed to facilitate a teacher's development of five broad
characteristics which form the basis for these illustrative mathematics
education subelements and modules:

1. Ba-_-_-_-kground in the discipline of mathematics
2. Rationale and objectives for an elementary school mathematics

pro3ram (ESMP)
A. ESMPs in historical perspective
B. Rationale for contemporary ESMPs
C. Broad objectives of contemporary ESMPs

3. ESMT mathematical content and related abilities
A. Nature and.scope
B. Sequential organization

4. ESMP instructional strategies, materials, and media
A. Utilization of research findings
B. Utilization of appropriate instructional strategies
C. Utilization of appropriat materials
D. ,

Utilization of appropriate media
5. Evaluation of outcomes of an ESMP

A. Role of standardized tests
B. Other evaluation instruments and techniques
C. Diagnosis and prescription

For each of the subelements 2-5 and its modules, illustrative
objectives have been formulated in terms which.explicitly or implicitly

have behavioral connotations. Detailed implementation plans have been
c.-.uggested for two such objectives, to illustrate the possible use of
various experi2nces, modes of presentation, media, and levels of attainment

A.n. an attempt to individualize students' work in mathematics education.

The subelements and modules of the Mathematics Education Element

ar.1 not independent entities, but overlapping--both across subelements
and across modules within a particular subelement. Thus, a system is
envisioned which will permit considerable flexibility in a student's
path of progress within the Mathematics Education Element.
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SCIENCE EDUCATION

Abstract. The Science Education Element of WETEP is designed as a

teaching-learning system focused on the individualization of instruction,

effected through the application of systems analysis techniques combined

with computer management technology. Thus it is designed to offer the

student a varity of choices relative to learning environments, the uses

of instructional media, and instructional modes.

While t is neither desirable nor possible to model in any specific

way the ideal elementary science teacher, certain desirable teacher

charac-_teristics may be described, and in this way an operational defini-

t,on of an effective sci-nce teacher can be set down. In WETEP, the

effective teacher of elementary science:

- understands the conceptual structure of science, and the

mechanisms by which this structure is generated

- understands the role of sciencEl in the life of an individual

and that of society; he also understands the role of society

in the life oi science
- has formulated a philosophy of science teaching

- has a favorable attitudt toward science and scienPe teaching

- can identify, define, and solve science related problems

- possesses a knowledge of and ability to use a variety of

science teaching methods and materials

- recognizes and understands the need for a program of instruction

designed to deal with variability among children'

- desires to improve the science teaching-learning process.

These desired teacher behaviors comprise the general objectives for

the Element and are grouped to form three subelements. The subelements

in turn consist of several modules, each of which focuses upon a major

program objective. The program provides for great flexibility in student

movement through the system. Not only may the student select the order

of entry to the modules, but he may also re-enter modules at his option.

The system is non-linear; it is highly probable that no two students

will trace identical pathways through the system.

Three subelements are named: Philosophy, Process, and Method,

followed by statements of objectives, each of which is further detailed

in submodular objectiveG. Within the Process subelement, the Measurement

module it.. examined in depth. This exemplary module is designed to

illustrate more specifically the pathways and operations available to

the WETEP student as he moves through the Science Education Element

system. It details the variety of options available to the student as

he interacts with the system in its various instructional forms. Pro-

gressing individually through each chosen module, the student will, prior

to teacher certification, need to reach the minimal attainment level for

all of the speci5led objectives.
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SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION

Abstract. The Social Studies Education Element, like meny others within

the WETEP system, involves extensive interaction with st..udies in other

academic areas. Study in the Social Sciences will be initiated early

in the student's college experience. Thus, at the point of entry into

the WETEP Social Studies Education Element, many major understandings

in the several disciplines of the Social Sciences will have been developed.

Minimal comp.9_tence for teaching elementary Social Studies will include

work in at least two of such Social Science disciplines as history,

anthropology, sociology, economics, political science, or geography.

The understanding of major ideas in the Social Sciences and the develop-

ment of skill 5.11 inquiry 1.1-1d valuing are thought of as taking place

prior to a student's study about teaching particular content to children.

The Social Studies Education Element begins with the pre-assessment,

orientation, and planning activities. The initial seminar experiences
in this element are designed to provide meaningful analysis, interpreta-

tion, and integration of previously studied content in the Social Sciences.

Further, seminars will project continued study in those areas and lay

plans for the study of teaching strategies designed to implement knowledge,

inquiry, and valuing in students' work with children,

The three subelements in the Social Studies Education Element are

closely related and are in constant Interaction with each other. Across

subelements, the sequences of learninf?; experiences in Informing Children

in Social Studies, Inquiring with in Social Studies, and Valu-

ing with Children in Social Studies will vary from student to student.

Within the subele.nent, however, the same pattern of learning experiences

will be followed in modules Knowing Lbout, Applying, and Evaluating.

Within the Knowing module of the Informing Children subelement,

WETEP students to identify and describe techniques for transmitting

to children Information which corresponds to their varied abilities

and interests, and which is calculated to stimulate inquiry behavior.

Within the Applying module, students learn to identify objectives,

utilize appropriate instructional materials and media, measure growth

through appropriate assessment techniques, and diagnose further pupil

needs. In the Evaluation module, WETEP students develop skill in

measuring their own growth as teachers. Cooperative judgments are

made as to whether or not an acceptable level of attainment has been

achieved. Furthermore, within this module the student's ability to

measure and judge the effectiveness of materials and techniques for

achieving specified objectives with particular children under given

conditions is developed.

Illustrative objectives are offered for the Knowledge, Application,

and Evaluation modules in the Valuing subelement.
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C-,JRRICeill AND INSTRUCTION E'lLEMENT

Abstract. The Curriculum and Instruction Element is in constRilt ntcr-

dependence with all other elements of WETEP as together they provie the

total pattern of instruction designed to produce the WETEP ter-,cher. A

major concern of the Curriculum and Instruction Element is
cation and description in measurable terms of those teacher iunctions and

behaviors basic to successful teaching, independent of any single ;,,-,ntent

area Experienc,s in each instructional unit are structured with 3 breadth

and depth of involvement appropriate for each student or teacher as dic-

tated by his interests, needs, characteristics, and capabilities.

This Element includes four subelements which identify the broad

characteristics that the WETEP teacher will acquire as a result of his

participation in the program. Each subelement has from three to six

modules which identify specifically the scope of the subelement. Illus-

trative objectives focus on the competencies to be developed in modules

and develop criteria for assessing progress and diagnosing performance levels.

Subelement I: The WETEP teacher is able to select appropriate data sources

and diagnose data relevant to the development of objectives for learners.

Subelement II: The WETEP teacher is able to formulate appropriate objectives.

Subelement III: The WETEP teacher is able to translate curriculum plans

into operational teaching-learning behaviors.

Subelement IV: The WETEP teacher is able to assume a high degree of

personal and professional responsibility.

The various functions and responsibilities of the teacher may be iden-

tified as preactive, interactive, and postactive. Most of the instructional

units concerned with teacher functions in the first three subelements will be

found to fall into these three classifications. There are a number of teacher

characteristics of such a nature that they do not fall neatly into pre-, inter-,

and post-active designations. Behavioral objectives presented in the fourth

subelement will be demonstrated by the total student engagement in various

instructional units. For example, personal responsibility, as a cumulative

characteristic, permeates all other teacher activities as the student pursues

his unique pattern of learning experiences in WETEP.

The Curriculum and Instruction Element provides instructional modules

each of which includes various levels and forms of experience. A specific

teaching function may be studied at the para-teacher competency level, or at

levels appropriate for teachers, specialists, or master teachers. As the

WETEP student proceeds through his Curriculum and Instruction program, he

may channel his experiences into any of a number of possible areas of special-

ization, such as multi-media utilization or production, analysis of teacher

classroom behavior, group dynamics, or diagnosis of pupil needs. The myriad

behaviors and functions that make up teaching provide an ever expanding area

of study which, in WETEP, begins with the student's first professional ex-

perience and continues until his retirement from the profession.
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ART EDUCATION

Abstract. The structure and content of Elementary Teacher Education
in Art in the years to come will be substantially affected by our
vision of Art itself in the curriculum of the elementary school,
and by the role we foresee for the teacher of Art. Accordingly
the WEZEP concept emphasizes instructional roles which will facilitate
individualized studies and explorations. Individual programs will be
designed to fit each prospective teacher's rate of progress and levels
cf competency. All studenz programs will include some minimal com-
petencies in Art. Some programs will reflect in-depth competencies
for those who choosc. Art as a specialty area in their teacher
preparation.

The Minimal Competencies make up the first of four subelements
in this Element. All elementary teach .3 should attain some sophisti-
cation in the visual arts anu aa Into.yest and curiosity to seek
further understanding and knowledge in this area. All prospective
teachers should gain some awareness of the historical, bocial, and
psychological foundations of Art. All should be aware of the visual
aspects of our culture, the place and function of design. Since the
effectiveness of the teacher in matters of the-visual arts is largely
determined by the sensitivity of his visual powers, he should be able
to see in a discriminating and visually elaborated manner.

f.r those electing Art as a special interest, the foundation or
base for the critical selection and appraisal of all Art learning
situations is provided in the Understanding of Art subelement. The
next subelement, Making Art, provides the knowledge of materials,
processes, tools, equipment, and procedures necessary to develop
appropriate learning activities for pupils in the elementary school.
And the last of the subelements, Teaching Art, stresses the teacher's
ability to structure the psychological and physical dimensions of
learning experiences in this field.

Art shares with other areas of the curriculum several dimensions,
the recognition of which provides a unifying factor in elementary
education. For example, Art shares with Mathematics the perception
of certain spatial relationships and the content of -ttv-!. Social Studies
can provide the subject matter for Art.. As the NETEP ;system is im-
plemented, teachers' roles in all areas will expand to those of
supervision, guidance, and evaluation of individualized student work
in studios or in self-study learning centers.
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Abstract. In the course of the Health Education Element, the WETEP

student come to know the critical need for individual health

instruction and guidance, for pupils and parents. He will learn to

apply the program which best meets the needs of various socially strat-

ified pupil groups in their attainment of desirable health understandings

and behavior!, He will learn to combine relevant data to facilitate

a strategy of environmental improvement. He will learn to schedule

resource personnel from community agencies, and acquire and put to

use appropriate health teaching materials.

The caliber of school health services, Health Education programs,

ana healthful envirrInm,-,n_s presently available to people are too often

not addressed to on-going needs. The WETEP Health Education Element

has evolved in response to these human needs.

WETET? assumes that health is one of the most important factors

coaditioning success in all undertakings, personal and social, and that

for this reason, schools must properly place great emphasis on the

improvemLnt of health behaviors as an outcome of education. The ability

of youngsters to cope with stress, societal demands, and the mores

of the establishment is formulated in their very early school experiences.

Accordingly, WETEP's Health Education Element has been designed to pre-

pare elementary teachers who can appreciate, analyze, and apply in

their teaching a thorough knowledge and understanding of health

needs and services.

The Health Education Element, like other instructional elements

in WETEP, is built upon a base of defined educational objectives.

Particularly stressed in this element are:

- the relationship of good physical and mental health to

academic achievement and the impact of poor health on

students' performance

- principles of plausible health education procedures for

helping to alleviate personal, family, and community

health problems

- academic climates designed to motivate desirable human

responses to health education

- the variations in human ecological factors which necessitate
the preparation of a variety of health teaching programs.

In short, the WETEP teacher, through his understanding and promotion

of physical and mental health, helps pupils take full advantage of
educational opportunities which have been made available to them.
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SAFETY EDUCATION

Abstract. Within the Safety Education Element of WETEP are five

subelements, and within the subelements certain teacher characteristics

have been defined as follows:

Accidents: The teacher evidences an understanding of the extent

and scope of the accident problem, and of the elements

wiiich are involved in a program pf prevention through

educational programs.

Rationale: The teacher can justify the inclusion of safety
education in the school program.

Programs: The teacher exhibits an ability to translate prevention

needs into unified and sequential teaching programs.

Teaching: The teacher defines learning goals relistically, and

sets forth guidelines for individualized pupil competencies

in verbalization knowledge, physical skills, and techniques

of accident prevention.

Evaluation: The teacher can measure the quality of objectives and

can appraise the steps taken to reach these goals.

Each of the subelements is organized so as to iilustrate the relation-

ship of the instructional modules within them to one another, and to

illuminate the students progress through them.

It is expected that Safety in the elementary school will be taught

by each WETEP teacher in an appropriate integrated fashion. Their

preparation, therefore, will include study within many of the modules

of this element. They will learn the basic causes of accidents,

understand logical reasons for the inclusion of specific safety content

in the instructional program, understarr! teaching materials and re-

sources in Safety Education, become knowledgeable about teaching procedures

which will contribute to individualized learning progress, and under-

stand various devices for evaluating pupil skills and comprehension in

the field of Safety Education.

Those students choosing Safety as part of their area of specialization

will expect to master modules on the higher cognitive levels, will become

prepared to: evaluate the mechanics of accident reporting and analysis,

assess the value of essential basic research projects and successful

pilot programs in Safety Education, combine desirable features of atti-

tudinal and behavioral goals for pupY,ls of varying ages, and can

evaluate standardized tests applicable to various aspects of Safety

Education.

In the belief that the elementary schocl is responsible for the

inclusion of Safety in its instructional program, WETEP has included in

its own structure those modular resources necessary to a student working

to achieve the objectives of the Element.
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LEISURE EDUCATION

Abstract. Among desirable educational ends to be found in each

individual are:
1) the knowledge that leisure is a reservoir of vast potential

for good and for evil;
2) the recognition that leisure is a part of one's life ;for

which he alone assumes primary responsibility; and

3) tha understanding that the principal resources upon which

he can draw for leisure use are found within his own person

and within his environment.

WETEP provides for thQ-,' attainment of these ends through:

1) the selection and preparation of teachers who have them-

selves lived richly and fully in their own leisure;

2) the utilization of instructional procedures which kindle

lifelong interests in prospective teachers and emphasize
satisfying forms of personal expression which will irfluence

Cr,e lives of the children they teach;

3) the utilization of places most appropriate to each kind of

learning, including the civil community and the natural

environment;
4) capitalizing on extraclassroom le,arnin experiences of a social,

cultural, physical, or educational nature, both in school and

in the community;
5) fostering a sense of responsibility in each WETEP teacher for

helping to develop leisure resources in every student.

The role of the school in leisure education calls for an indirect

rather than a direct approach. Developing an understanding about leisure

is a kind of learning which is more often ar accompaniment of experience

than an object of experience. Attitudes trwa-zd leisure and its uses are

not taught as such, although the skills ;yd. :he knowledge necessary for

intellectual exploration may be taught directly.

The school does bear responsibility for .uch leisure education

functions as:
1) fostering a knowledge and understanding of

- the human organism and human reE.,nrces for leisure use;

- the environment, natural and ruu,'.: -;aade, and its potential

for leisure use;
- the relationship of the uses of leisure to physical and

mental health.
2) assisting individuals to develop personal resources for leisure;

3) protecting students from physical and moral dangers with which

they are not yet ready to cope;
4) counseling students in the selection of leisure experiences

that bring meaning to life;
5) kindling the desire for learning as an occupation of leisure.

Thus, these responsibilities will Le among those sought in the

WETEP teacher throughout the course of his professional activity.

41



GUIDANCE EDUCATION

Abstract. The WETEP teacher's foundation in sociological, psychological,

and educational studies will be prior to his enrollment in Cae

Guidance Element of his program. His education in Guidance will be

essentially a period of study in two primary areas; learning about

self, and learning to assist -pupils with educational, vocational,

and personal tasks.

Basic tools of the Guidance Element consist of interviewing and
counseling practicums, the study of group processes, and sensitivity

training experiences. The primary goal is to help the teacher gain,

through practice, an integration of cognitive learning of facts and

conitive learning of theory. Increased understanding of self and

others is sought by emphasizing sensitivity tu interpersonal relati-in-

ships and how they affect children's development, and sensitivity to

attitudes of children and their probable reactions in given situations.

Every WETEP teacher will engage J.n activities designed to help him

to understand his own behavior and how it is perceived by and affects

others. Laboratory experiences, supervised counseling, _elf-analysis

of interpersonal skills and relationships will be used to provide the

WETEP teacher with oppertunities for self-evaluation and further

development of self-understanding.

Each teacher, through these experiences, will learn to assess more

adequately his motives and strategies in dealing with people, others'

reactions when he reacts with them, his own cognitive sets and how they

affect impression formation, and the ways in which his behavior can

affect the psychological and social development of others.

Basic personality profiles of attributes needed in successful

teaching will be constructed, Every attempt will be made, from in-

dividual appraisal information, to help the WETEP teacher more adequately

predict his own future success in teaching.

Basic to working with and helping individuals to change behavior

is the interpersonal relationship. The Guidance Element of the WETEP
teacher's program involves the trainee in numerous observations of

experienced teachers and counselors working with elementary school
children from many populations with varied learning and social problev

As all students progress, they participate in an interviewing

practicum. The WETEP teacher with a Guidance specialty participates in
advanced practicums in counseling students. The practicum in inter-

viewinc; and counseling includes learning how to communicate effectively
with parents and colleagues, as well as with students.

4 2
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

ibstract. The P':.ysical Education Element can be uaderstood in its

.mtirety only when vic;wed as a part of the total WETEP program. There

will be considerable imteraction between the modules in the Educational
Psychology Element, the Curriculum and Instruction Element, the
)1ea1th Element and tEe Cowmunications Element. Also, basie science

courses are required prior to admission to the Physical Education Element.

The Physical Education Element in WETEP places primary emphasis

on the understanding of movement as it relates to self, as it can be

obf-rved in others, and as it can be tmproved through a systematic

instructional program. This element includes three subelements

which identify the broad characteristics of the WETEP teacher. Each

subelement has two or more modules which ser-re to identify specifically

the scope of the subelement. These take the following form:

Subelement A: Understanding Human Movement

Module 1: Operational Understanding of Movement

Module 2: Understanding of Movement Through the Observation

of Others

Subelement B: Guiding Movement Experiences of Children

Module 1: Motor Development

Module 2: Solving Movement Problems

Module 3: Creativity in Movement

Subelement C: Intercommunicating the Function of Physical Education

Module 1: Interpreting

Module 2: Supporting

Module 3: Interaction

Illustrative objectives presented focus on the competencies to

be developed in modules and will help to develop criteria fo-r assessing

progress and diagnosing performance levels.

The subelements and modules are not necessarily designed as

sequential. However, it is antitipated that all WETEP students will

develop an understanding of the first two subelements and the third

subelement will be of particular concern for those with special

interest in physical education. Students are able to move into and

out of each module in order to more truly provide individualized

sequences.
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MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

Abstract. The VETEP concept, designed for a high deg7ea of individualiza-

tion of instruction, anticipates heavy reliance on media and technology,

both in the teacL:r clucation program on the University of Wiaccasin

campus and in tne schools in which WETEP students teach. Because of the

extensive utilization of media and technology in the student's continu-

ing learning .:nvironment, he will incidentally become quite sophisti-

cated about the uses of these instructional aids. But, in spite of the

'rub-off' effects that participation in such a program will provide, it

is believed that adequate knowledge and understanding of the producticrc

and utilization of media and technology can be attained only through

direct instructional efforts which are systematically organized and made

available to learners. For that purpose, the Media and Technology Edu-

cation Element has been prepared.

The Media and Technology Education Element includes three sub-

elements; 1) Instructional Media and Mediated Instruction; 2) Instruc-

tional Techniques; and 3) Research. Within these three subelements is

included the instructional activity required of all WETEP teachers,

together with some activities primarily designed for in-service education.

The Instructioaal Media and Mediated Instruction subelement includes

instructional modules directed to the study of the selection and evalu-

ation of materials, design and construction of materi.als, the utilization

of instructional materials, and the utilizarion and management of a

Learning Resources Center. Some study in each of the modules of this

subelement concerned with the Utilization and ManagemenL of a Learning

Resources Center will be left largely for the specialist in media and

technology or for in-service education.

The Instructional Techniques Subelement includes modules on

Programmed Instruction, Compater-Assisted Instruution and Instructional

Simulation and Academic Games. These modules will be available but not

required of all students. It is anticipated, however, that as students

meet problems associated with any of these three major topics they will

find work within the module appropriate to their instructional task in

the schools.

The final subelement, Research, is prepared specifically for the
specialist in media and technology or for the in-service teacher.

The objectives included in the Ohio report are used here because

of their completeness, eveu though in many instances they are not
entirely consistent with WETEP needs, philosophy and general objectives.

Nonetheless, they xepresant illustrative objectives which will undergo

continual refinement as WETEP is implemented.

4 4



MUSIC EDUCATION

Abstract. As an art form music requires training and understanding

through a variety of direct e:cperiences which range from listening, to

public performance. It is the objective of the WETEP Music Education

Element to provide the student with the opportunity to gain knowledge,
understanding, and feeling which will allow him to elect music in ful-

filling his need for aesthetic expression and experience. This objec-

tive will be reached by examining the common music experience in the

folkways of the American college student, oy tracing the connection
between th_se folkways and the functional uses of music in Western

Culture and in other cultures, and by showing the relationship of func-

tional to artistic music through direct experience in the making of

music.

Students vary considerably in their appreciation of music and in

their ability ot perform musically. It is anticipated that this vari-
ation will not be decreased as a result of participation in the WETEP

music element. Rather, students will have a great variety of musical

experiences among which they may choose as they develop competencies
represented by the five Music Education subelements: Music Fundamentals,

Responding to Music, Form in Music, Function of Music, and Teaching Music.

General Objectives

1. To acquaint students with the fundamental building blocks of

music.

2. To build favorable attitudes towards music through security
gained from singing, playing and listening.

3. To provide experiences for the student to develop aural skills:
melodic and rhythmic memory, discrimination in listening.

4. To provide experiences for the student to develop motor-skill
competency in the use of music materials.

5. To provide music experiences which form the bases for on going
de-velopment of music awareness and music taste.

6. To provide experiences in the teaching of music.

These objectives are achieved through instructional activities

provided in the various subelements and modules of the WETEP Music

Education Element. Students are expected to undertake some study in

each of the vari-lus subelements although no minimum level of competence

is required as students meet minimum requirements.

4 5
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Abstract. The Early Childhood Education Element of WETEP is built

upon a structure of three subelements, each integrating knowledge of

early childhood teaching procedures or programs with psychological

principles or societal forces. The subelements contain the major

objectives to be attained by WETEP students choosing to specialize in

the education of children from 3 to 6 years in age.

The Introductory Module from each of the three Educational

Psychology Subelements form the minimal prerequisites for entrance into

the Instruction Subelement of the Early Childhood Element. Once entered

into the Instructional Subelement, the WETEP student is offered various

choices among alternatives in his advancement toward specialization.

The subelement is made up of six modules which students enter, re-enter,

or by-pass according to their need or desire or according to system

assessments of their performance. Pra!1;cription and self-selection pro-

cedures are offered for the direction of each student to appropriate

learning activities within t-e modular content: Planning Patterns,

School Organization, School Relations' 'Ts, Learning Environments,

Assessment, and Home-School Relatic

The Curriculum Subelement is interrelated with the several methods

elements, such as Communications, Science, and Hea-th, but in the Early

Childhood Element these topics will be specially developed in modules

appropriate to the teaching of very young children. These include:

Content, Materials and Equipment, and Processes. Within the Processes

Mriule, a flow pattern for a unit on play has been prepared. Charting

student flow among the major topics on the subject of play, this pattern

serves as an illustraticn of the kinds of activities which might be

built in to WETEP as the program continues to develop. Extensive use

is made of live and videotaped observations of (..hildren playing; stu-

dents are encouraged to shoot slides of their own illustrating types of

play and play equipment, and to analyze them for their esthetic, psycho-

motor, intellectual, and humanizing values. Implementations of their

planning, done with groups of children, are videotaped and later

analyzed in seminar with an instructor.

The third of the subelements is the School Subelement, in which

WETEP students analyze historical and theoretical positions on the

education of the young child, compare and contrast various types of

public and private programs, and synthesize the many issues and trends

with regard to funding, staffing, and building for schooling of the

very young.



CULIURALLY DIVERSE

Abstract. The CeltArlly Diverse Element has been developed in in

e;fort to help the -:EP teacher to identify, understand, and

appreciate societal, cultural, physiological, and psycholoic.:_11

actors which influence educational deprivation. Understandinb

the factors responsible for a-ademic failure in schools with e

concentration of children who differ greatly from their middle eLlss

peers is an important characteristic of the WETEP teacher. His

-Ippreciation of these factors will help him to develop a sensitivio,

toward the setting and problems of the culturally diverse learner,

and to obtain a compIcehensive coverage of the social issues involved

in teaching the culturally diverse child.

All WETEP teachers assume a basic responsibility to help every

pupil to become aware of the basic problems and issues which our socicty

faces and to become Lppropriately committed to contribute to the

elimination of these problems. Because of this major commitment,

all WETEP teachers will experience some study in the culturally diverse

clement.

Three subelements have been defined: 1) Societal and Cultural

Influences; 2) Physiological and Psychological Influences; and

3) Learning Influences. The content of the three subelements is

contained in modules designed in a continuum from general to specialized

study. Some students, it is assumed, will choose the problems of the

culturally diverse as their area of specialization.

A student of the problems of the American Indian, for example, will

make an intensive study of the societal influences bearing upon this

group. More specifically, he should understand the diversity of their

social institutions and, oo a specialized level, might choose to

concentrate on a knowledge of inter-tribal affairs or of organ3.zations

on the reservatioo- Similarly, within the second subelement, Phy!;iologicn1

and Psychological Influences, a student might study th.- physical-motor

domain, concentrating or specializing on the role of the dance in the

learning process of culturally diverse peoples.

L-_lboratc.7 and clinical experiences will be a vital and extensive

part of the Learning Influences subelement in the Culturally Diverse

Element. Perhaps the most significant single experience in the Element:

is the ecological experience which takes place in the basic environent

of a culturally diverse child. During this phase, WETEP students

siializing in the Culturally Diverse upend one week living

in the home of an Indian, Afro-American, or white family while con-

centrating on a study of human ecology. Pollowing this ecological

experience, students spend a semester working in that same community

in an elementary school.

4



SP:,CIAL EDUCATION

Abstract. The instructional task for children with severe learnin
problems is most compl'x. The S-Thecial Education Element is concerned
with the development -%f knowledge, skills, and attitudes which will
enable the WETEP teaLner to work more effectivelv with ..1-1ildren with

these learning disabilities. The element will provide background for
all pre-si)rvice and in-service teachers, but is more specifically
designed for students whose prime responsibility is or will be the
education of children with marked developmental deficits in the cognitive,
social, communication, or mobility areas.

The Spncial Education Element is based upon the development o:

logical, sequential, evaluative, individualized, multi-dimensional,
and multi-media programs. It- has a unique complexity due to the
necessary integration and coordination with other WETEP elements.
in it are examined basic theories and descriptions of normal and
abnormal developmental patterns and factors affe...tfng the learning
of children, gained in the Educational Psychology modules on learnin,
human development, and measurement. A foundation of curricular
sequences in Science, Mathematics, Communications, Art, Social Studies,
and the other curricular elements is equally essential to the teacher
of children with learning disorders.

Advancing in specialization, the WETEP Special Education student
learns to integrate this Imowledge into stategies and matnriais for
creating environments which will enhance the learning of children with
special learning problems. He begins to wk out ai:.propriate curricular

modifications.

The Special Education program is organized rigorously around the
beha ioral attributes of the learner. The Element is cimposed of
seven subelements relating to the basic characteristics of teachers of
pupils with severe learning disabilities. Each subelement is further
divided into four modules. In each case, Module I establishes the

basic orientation of the subelement.

Within the Implementation of Learning Theory subelement, the module

on Curricular Sequences has been chosen for detailed examination. The
basic level of this module might be elected by any WETEP student to

compliment his general knowledge of educa'7ion. The advanced level of the
module focuses on the technicv;es and materials necessary to remediate
abnormal learning patterns. Every WETEP graduate should have some
competency on this level. But the accomplishment of all criterion
behaviors at the Advanced Level would not be expected until some in-service
experience had been completed.

A pre-assessment, consisting of interviews, a review of previous
evaluations and specific testing, will ascertain the students' level of

competency. Great care will be taken in the development of instructional

anits for field testing and feedback through the assessment system.
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SPACE FACILITIES

Abstract. -he program envisioned by the WETEP staff can be offo,7Livel\

implementc L. only in a specially designed environment. The nnture of

the individualizec pl:agram requires a pattern of instructional sp.:Ice

quite unlike that found in todays institutions of higher learnin:,.

The Space Facilities have been designed in keeping with the

:ssumptions and the basic purposes underlying the WETEP systems apLro:1,:_h

uo instruction. Every decision relative to space is made to reflect

u parallel decision in program planning. A major challenge for the

WETEP staff will be to effectively and efficiently progress throuh

the transition period from the present program in present faciLiies

to the tot:ally new graw in new facilities.

The WETEP Space Facilities are designed to make possible optimum

LAterdependence among the various elements of the system. Proxii,lity

requ1rements of importance to the respective instructional activities

have been given priorities by the staff. The Learning Center is situoted

so as to serve as the primary point of student partici,Jatioc: in the

independent instructiJnal activities. Clustered around the Learning

Center are the spaces provided for the operations of the instructionl

elements, ifIcluding appropriate laboratories, seminar rooms, conferc?nce

rooms, and faculty offices.

Having less immediate physical proximity--but very close communica-

tion proximity--are the facilities for mecEa preparation aad

program revision and dewlopment, information control and storage,

computar services, research and assessmept activities, and visitor

accomm aions

An essential characteristic of the Space Facilities for WETEP is

an excellent and thorough communications system. This system will,

first, transmit a great deal of information to learners in settings

both for individual and group activities. Second, it will transmit

to learners and instructors information about the progress of loarnor.

thus providing the basic manageMent system for WETF. Third, this

system will provide an extensive information netl,ork between campus

activities and cooperating schools. Fourth, it will provide an in-

formation network among staff members in instruction, in development

and research, and in administration within the WETEP faciliti:s. And

finally, it will make possible a close working relationship with the

many associated on-campus facilities.

Any attempt to project needs over a lifetime for a buildinF is

difficult. T-acause WETEP represents a feasibility study, space

flexibility is essential. While not offering specific or detailed

directions to an architect, LA-Us outline of space requirements is

expected to foster a creative architectural concept.



EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES

Abstract. To de-\.'s.lop VE'l-P into the multifaceted, individualized_ colcIpilLer-

managed program which nas been envisioned by its authors, the services

many outstandinc, individuals and facilities on the university eaml)zds mt_1L

engaged. Cooperativ LC oi the many research and development prlec:!-; md

programs available a the University of Wisconsin will help to insur,-

emergence of WETEP as the imaginative and effective program which has be,.n

projected. A sampling of some of these facilities follows:

Research and Technology Facilities
University of Wisconsin_Computing Center: computing and related

services for instruction and research.

Educational r'asources information Center/Clearinghouse on EducatonaJ
_ .

Facilities: three research units (Cooperative hAucational Re-

search and Services, Environmental Design Center, Universit-Y

Facilities Research Center) concerned with educational fai-ilties,

sites, buildings,and equipment.
Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learnin.g:

center for the study of conditions and processes of learning

and testing of systems and theories.

Media Facilities
Multimedia Instructional Laboratory: center for the use of auto-

mated audiovisual equipment for study of the effects of multi-

screen techniques on learning.

Instructional Research Laboratory-Television: instructional tele-

vision service for teaching and research purposes.

Bureau of '.iclio-Visual Instruction: film library and previewing
curriculum advisory services.

Is-,st,..ctional Materials Center: study-research laboratory with

materials to implement curriculum plans.
Special Education Instructional Materials Center: center for

effective instructional materials in Special Education.

Applied Research Facilities
Psycho-Educational Clinic: center of research and training in child

study.
Motor Learni.ng Research Laboratory: study of the supportive com-

ponents of volitional movement.

Behavioral Cybernetics Laboratory: center for the study of variable

feedback effects and the dimensions of cybernetic control.

Instructional Research_Laboratory: center for germinatir_g and

supporting basic research projects in educati_n.

Synnoetics Laboratory: man-machine adaptation and ,7.omputer-

assisted learning.
Basic Skills Laboratory: intensive group investigatior, of

specific topic, presently, children's reading skills.

Schools and Observation Laboratory Facilities
Teacher Internship: progra provi_ding solaried team teaching

experience for students.
Teacher Plac-ement Bureau: organization facilitating the placement

tf teachers in the .c)15,
Preschool Laboratory: ,

,,,.ter for the study of the preschool child

and training of preschool te--;hers.



THE WETEP FACULTY

Abstract. The succssful implementation of a teacher educat:io

of the nature and scope of WETEP is primarily dependent upon tL compe

tence and commitment of the faculty. Many facets of the Universi_y

operation will converge to make WETEP a reality, but none comp:Ires

importance to the role of the faculty in the conception, developmun,

implementation and maintenance of WETEP. The faculty of the School ot

Education at the Univers y of 'Yi_sconsin is a researc1 and teaching

faculty deeply engrossed in the search for Lncreased understanding

about learners ancl learnin, about program deveiopTleat and instruction.

about schools and teachevs, and about teacher education. The competence

of the faculty is directly represented in the position papers and in Lit,

element specifications of the WETEP r port. Indirectly, fac u_ty (_omne_-

tence is represented in the vitae whiclh have been prepared. These vitae

reflect professional involvement in educational problems both in

school practice and in teacher education.

Perhaps the greatest strength of the faculty working within WETEP

is evidenced by their successful insistence on an organization of the

xperimental teacher ed'ication program which maintains the integrity of

the individual faculty member as he contributes to the total WETEP

structure. The high degree of consistency among elements within the

program has baen maintained with a systems ap?roach which har nonetheless

allowed optl.mum freedom and independence for each faculty group co

determine the nature of its contribution both at tne planning phase and

at the development and implementation phase of the program.

Many faculty and student committees have contributed to the con-

ception of the WETEP specifications. In some instances, these committees

served as the writing toam for documents which are presented in this

repo7; . In other instanccs, the committees served in a consultant and

review capacity to those faculty members who prepared the documents.

Others served, as in the case of the Media Committee and the Systems

Committee, as consultants to a variety of committees and individuals

working on various parts of the report.

The involvement of faculty in many departments and in three colleges

of the University has made WETEP a University-wiele project. The College

of Letters and Science, the College of Agriculture, and the School of

Education have all been represented in WETEP planning and as a part of

the continuing teacher education program at Wisconsin.
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WETEP STAFF
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M. Vera DeVault, Professor of Curriculum and Instruction, Director
Allen Slagle, Assistant Superintendent, State Dept. of Public Instructio
Robert PeLzold, Associate Dean of the School of Education
Dan W. Andersen, Assistant Dean of the School of Education
Jamas Cleary, Vice-Chancellor of Academic Affairs
Leon Epstein, D.:,,an of the Colleg::: of Letters and Science
Robert Carbone, Assistant to the President
Eric Rude, Assc.ciate Dean of the Graduate School
Margaret Ammons, Co-chai-man, El,:s.mentary Education Committee
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Comailt-rees
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Dan W. ArAersen, Chairman
Jo Ellen Carone*
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Josiah Dilley
Norman DePillo*
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Anne Cleary
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Nancy Elson
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Jay Shores*
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Carl Personke
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Science

Calvin Gale, Chairman
Ronald Andersowc
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Kenneth Dowling
Gerald McVey
George O'Hearn

Social Studies

B. Robert Tabachnick, Chal_rtaan
Dan W. Andersen
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*Denotes Graduate or Undergraduate Student

#Denotes Visitirg Professor
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Carl Personke, GhaL,-7man
Margaret Ammons
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Theodore Czajkowski
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Kenneth Howey
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Donald Lange
Robert Moser
Karen Skuldt*
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c.17,11,1ELar,
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"Roger Folstrom, Music
Hardea:-L Naeseth, Art
Ronald Neperud, Art

V llth, Safety and Leiure

Frazier Damron, Safety
H. -lifton Hutchins, Leisure
Paul Knipping*
aarren H. Southworth, Health

Guidance

Philip Perrone, Chairman
Dan W. Andersen
Josiah Dilley
Ray Hosford

Physical Education

Marie Mullan, Chairman
RoberL:a Bennett
Ann Carr
Ann E. Jewett
Sarah RoOinson
Marie Weber

Culturally Diverse
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Roland Belisle*
Robert .rumpton*
John Kean
B. Robert Tabachnie2k

Media and Technology

Charles Sullivan, Chairman
raredith Ames*
Frank Baker
Mina Ghattas*
Harlan Hansen
Maurice Iverson
Donald licTsaac
Gerald McVey
Lola Pierstorff
Frederick White
Lynn Yeazel

Early Childhood

David C. Davis, Co-chairman
Helen Dawe, Co-chairman
Robert Clasen
Nancy Elson
Robert Grinder
Harlan Hansen
Mar-z.in Loeb
Jean Mueller

Special Education

James Billingsley, Chairman
George ilker
Dava Ceske
Rick Heber
James McCarthy
Harold Schmidt
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Thomas Barrett, Chairman
Margaret Ammons
Nancy Elson

Positior.

John Kean, Chairman
Margaret Ammons
Thomas Barrett
B. Robert Tabachnick
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Fred Newman, Chairman
John Kean
B. Robert Tabachnick
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Vere DeVault, Chairman
Margaret Ammons
Dan W. Andersen
Donald Black, Dow2rs Grove, ..1111-lois
Thodore Czajkowski
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